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AUTO & AVIATION- WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
-By Chirag Goyal

Toyota to produce Suzuki Cars at Bengaluru Plant
Japanese auto major Toyota Motor Corp. has agreed to produce
Suzuki Motor Corp.’s cars to use the untapped capacity of its plant in
Bengaluru, widening the alliance between the two companies in India.
The local unit of Toyota has started studying the feasibility of making
Suzuki Cars at its second plant in the outskirts of Bengaluru. The
feasibility study of making Suzuki Cars has started by the local unit of
Toyota at its second plant in the outskirts of Bengaluru. Toyota with a
5.07% market share lags far behind Maruti Suzuki’s 51.43% market
share in India.

Decline in Passenger vehicles sales for second-straight month
Passenger Vehicles Sales declined 2.46% in August from the year
earlier to 287,186 units. Domestic passenger vehicle sales had fallen
2.7% in July. Domestic car sales also dropped 1% in August to 196,847
units from the corresponding period, while sales of utility vehicles had
fallen 7.1% to 73,073 units. This fell for the second straight month is
primarily due to the high base and muted retail demand amid
devastating floods in Kerala. The adverse policy changes in West
Bengal had also affected the two-wheeler sales. Total automobile
sales grew a marginal 3.4% from the year-earlier to 2.38 million units
in August.
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Ashok Leyland bags order for 200 buses from Bangladesh
Hinduja Group flagship Ashok Leyland has won the supply order of 200
single decker buses from Bangladesh Road Transport Corporation (BRTC)
which includes Intercity AC buses as well as City AC buses, Ashok Leyland
said in a statement. Ashok Leyland has obtained this order against a
tender under Indian Line of Credit and will supply completely Built-Up
(CBU) units for BRTC.

Tata Motors to focus on electric vehicles, shared mobility & rural market
Tata Motors plans to focus on emerging business opportunities for electric
vehicles, shared mobility, fleet, rural markets besides mainstream personal
vehicles. The new structure will help the company ready specific product
plans for each of these segments in the coming 2-3 years. It will help the
company to cater to different buyers and satisfying specific needs. The
company has plans to launch the EV version of Tiago and Tigor for
personal buyers. It also has plans to enter deeper into rural areas with a
target of 1,500 touch points in the coming years.
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REAL ESTATE, INFRASTRUCTURE & CEMENT-

WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Arpit Daga & Akshit Batra

SC appoints NBCC to construct stalled projects of Amrapali Group
The apex court on Wednesday directed the Debts Recovery Tribunal
to sell unencumbered commercial properties of the Amrapali Group.
It also appointed the state-run National Buildings Construction
Corporation Ltd (NBCC) to resume the stalled projects of the real
estate firm. NBCC is appointed to develop the projects and
preparation of Detail Projects Report (DPR). It can also find out the
consortium of banks ready to finance the projects.

UltraTech becomes a member of EP100 group
EP100, a group of energy-smart companies committed to using
energy more productively, recently announced that UltraTech has
been inducted into the group. UltraTech in a statement committed on
doubling its production capacity by increasing production efficiency
and reducing its carbon footprint. The firm has committed to reduce
carbon emission by 25% by 2021 with baseline of 2005.

GDA to build 13,000 houses under Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojna
(PMAY) by 2019
The Ghaziabad Development Authority has set a target to build
13,500 houses by next year. The GDA will build 36,000 houses in total
under PMAY by 2021. Each house built under the scheme costs Rs. 4.5
lakh, of which the Centre contributes Rs. 1.5 lakh and the UP
government Rs 1 lakh. The remaining amount has to be borne by the
beneficiary
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Sustainable construction and green raw materials usage on the rise: 
JSW Cement 
JSW group projected the green buildings market to grow to 10 billion 
sq. ft and utilization of green raw materials in support to grow 
exponentially. It highlighted how JSW has shifted to waste utilization 
process of using by-products or waste from other industries. It 
highlighted usage of Portland Slag Cement (PSC), a blended cement, 
produced using such a process. As of September 2017, India had 4300 
registered green technology projects with 4.7 billion square of build-
up area. India is currently second in green building market with US in 
the lead.
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PHARMACEUTICALS-WHAT HAPPENED LAST 

WEEK
- By Shefali Sharma 

Sun Pharma gets USFDA approval
Sun Pharma managed to get approval from USFDA for its ophthalmic
drug Xelpros. Xelpros is used to treat chronic eye disease glaucoma,
which is leading cause of irreversible blindness in the US. Expected
sales of Xelpros might be in range of USD 50-75 million over two to
three years.
However, SPARC, a research led company which was part of parent
Sun Pharma, will get heavy payments and royalties on promotion of
Xelpros in the US. Good news is that with Xelpros and CEQUA 0.09%
less than a month ago, Sun Pharma is growing with good pace in
ophthalmic divisions.

Government bans Saridon and 327 other combination drugs
Government of India banned 344 FDCs (fixed drug combination) on
March 10, 2016. However, the manufacturers appealed for re-
evaluation of the ban in Supreme court and various high courts. Drugs
Technical Advisory Board was asked to examine the matter. DTAB gave
a report recommending to ban the drugs because of the risk caused
by unjustified ingredients. SC ruled that 15 out of 344 were
manufactured in India since before 1988. Hence, they cannot be
banned. However, SC asked for initiating a fresh investigation in case
government wanted to ban those 15 drugs. This exception saved sales
of INR 740 crore annually.
While the 6000 brands are to be affected by the ban, the popular
drugs include painkiller drug, Saridon; skin cream, Panderm; diabetes
drugs, Gluconorm PG; antibiotic Lupidiclox and antibacterial Taxim AZ.
The banned drugs account to about INR 2,500 crore.
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Stock price of Lupin gained 2.4%
Lupin received approval for the generic drug Atovaquone oral
suspension from USFDA. The drug is generic form of GlaxoSmithKline
LLC’s Mepron suspension. The product is identified for prevention and
treatment of pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, a type of pneumonia.
As per June 2018 report, the annual sales of Atovaquone oral
suspension will be USD 117.4 million in the US.
Lupin also announced the successful accomplishment of an inspection
carried out by the USFDA at its Nagpur unit. Nagpur facility is its latest
site where it manufactures oral solid dosage products and stores the
injectable manufacturing facility.
This helped Lupin gain a 2.4% hike in its share price on Friday.
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IT & TELECOM- WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Gaurav S Patole, Ankur Inani

IT:
Infosys
Infosys Quarterly board meeting to take place on 16/10/2018 for
consideration of financial results and interim dividend.
The main agenda of the board meetings are.
1. To consider and approve the financial results for the quarter and
half yearly ending on 30th September 2018.
2. Infosys to consider payment of interim dividend.

Takeover deal of Fluido for $76 million marks second big acquisition
for CEO Salil Parekh
Finland based Fluido is a Salesforce consulting partner in the Nordics
in Europe. This strategic takeover will help Infosys to increase its
business base in Nordic region.

HCL Tech
HCL Tech to begin its buyback offer from 18th September
HCL tech to begin its buyback of Rs 4000 crore from 18th September
and close it on 3rd October. On September 10th buyback letter was
dispatched to all equity shareholder/beneficial owners of share. In
July HCL had announced the buyback of shares at Rs 1100 per share.
HCL plans to return more than 50% of its net income through the
buyback programme.

Mphasis
Mphasis plans to Exercise ESOP (Employee Stock Options)
On 11th September Mphasis ESOP Compensation committee
approved the allotment of shares. It plans to exercise this as per the
Employee Stock Options Plan 2016(ESOP 2016). Plan shared with BSE.
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Tata Elxsi
NOS and Tata Elxsi to launch Digital Centre of Excellence
NOS, leading entertainment and communication provider in Portugal
to launch Digital Centre of Excellence in collaboration with Tata Elxsi.
In an initiative to provide next-generation services and to improve the
operations Tata Elxsi to help NOS with a digitized integrated process
like DevOps and its automation suite.

Wipro:
Duck Creek and Wipro sign a deal for Insurance Solutions
US-Based Duck Creek Technologies ties up with Wipro to offer broad
array of services and data solution to the Insurance industry across
world.

Telecom:
Bharti Airtel
Bharti Airtel to be penalized for 11 lakh for not meeting the
benchmark of quality of services provided.
On 12th September Telecomm operator, Bharti Airtel confirmed that it
has received the demand notice for the Quarter ending March 2018.
It includes six circles namely, Maharashtra, Assam, West Bengal, Tamil
Nadu, Kolkata, and Gujarat. The fine was analysed on the parameter
such as accessibility of call centre, the percentage of calls answered by
the operators and metering and billing credibility.

Plan ESOPs Exercised

ESOP 2016 10,100

TOTAL 10,100
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METALS & MINING- WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Thomas Kuncheria

Battle for Essar Steel
ArcelorMittal, on Monday, submitted a fresh bid for Essar Steel pegged
at Rs. 42000 crores, along with the commitment to pay Rs 7000 crores
dues of the companies, namely Uttam Galva Steel and KSS Petron as
per the National Company Law Appellate Tribunal’s (NCLAT) ruling.
Earlier, NCLAT had approved both the Rs37,000 crore bid by Numetal as
well as Vedanta group’s offer, estimated at Rs 30,000-35,000 crore.
Arcelor Mittal was asked by NCLAT to pay the Rs 7000 crore dues by
Monday and ArcelorMittal responded by filing an appeal in the
Supreme Court challenging the same. ArcelorMittal also pointed out to
the Supreme court on its hearing on Wednesday, that Numetal was
ineligible to bid for Essar steel on several grounds. Meanwhile, Numetal
has also filed an appeal challenging the NCLAT order, allowing
ArcelorMittal to take part in the bid as they should be eliminated on the
grounds of non-payment of dues.

USHA Martin price bid likely to happen this month
Usha Martin, a leading integrated steel company and wire rope
manufacturers is planning to sell its steel business to help reduce its
debt pegged at around Rs 50 billon. The company is in the last lap of
divesting its steel business and at least three companies- JSW Steel,
Tata Steel and Liberty house are expected to be the potential bidders.
The price bids are expected to be called this month. The acquisition of
such an asset by a larger player offers the opportunity to quickly get
into the specialty steel business while diversifying the product basket,
elevating margins and driving synergies. The three top contenders- JSW,
Liberty house and Tata Steel are also locked in a battle for Bhushan
Power and Steel, which is going through insolvency proceedings.
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Supreme Court rejects petition filed by Tamil Nadu Government
against the panel discussing on Sterlite Copper’s reopening
The supreme court has rejected a petition filed by the Tamil Nadu
state government seeking a stay on the proceedings at the National
Green Tribunal for deciding whether the Sterlite Copper plant in
Thoothukudi could be re-opened. The Thoothukudi plant was ordered
to be shut by the Tamil Nadu government in May after 13 people
protesting to demand of its shutdown on environmental concerns
were killed.

Tariff negotiations with US underway: Steel Minister
Steel Minister Chaudhary Birender Singh said negotiations are
underway with The United States over the 25 percent tariff that it had
imposed on steel imports. The ministry is not expecting any
immediate impact of the tariff hike on domestic steel exports as India
exports only marginal amount to US.

CIL sets an aspirational target of 652 million tonne for FY19
Coal India has forecasted about a production target of 652 million
tonne for the fiscal year 2018-19. The company has undertaken rail
infrastructure projects for planned growth in sales and production. It
had produced 567.36 million tonnes in 2017-18. Coal India is also
looking to close 53 mines this year in view of safety and financial
viability.
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BANKING- WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Sarthak Krishna

IL&FS defaults on unsecured loans worth Rs.150 Cr
Infrastructure Leasing & Financial Services (IL&FS) has defaulted on
unsecured loans worth Rs.400 Cr from Small Industries Development
Bank of India (SIDBI). This makes IL&FS defaulter of a total of Rs.450
Cr to SIDBI. This has led to its rating downgrade by CARE and ICRA
from AA+ to BB on its non-convertible debentures for defaulting on
interest payments from its bondholders.

PNB recovered Rs.11378 Cr worth of its NPA’s in the first 5 months of
the financial year
The recoveries made by PNB in the first 5 months of the financial year
has improved the chances of the bank to return to profitability soon
which was hit by the biggest scam in the Indian Banking Sector that
involved Nirav Modi and Mehul Chowksi. The recovery comes in the
wake of first successful NCLT resolution of Bhushan Steel. The bank is
now looking for another recovery worth Rs.45000 Cr from Bhushan
Steel and Power. NCLT will hear the case on 24th September.

Supreme court halts insolvency proceedings against defaulters
The Supreme Court halted insolvency proceedings against power,
sugar, shipping and textile companies just hours before the deadline
was about to expire. The power companies are feeling relieved as
projects of about 13 GW are in their final stages of completion.
However, the stay applies to only those companies who have moved
the court. Bankers fear that the delay in proceedings might render the
assets unviable.



Amitabh Chaudhry to take charge as MD and CEO of Axis Bank from
January 1
Amitabh Chaudhry who resigned from the post of MD and CEO of
HDFC Standard Life Insurance Company will take charge as MD and
CEO of India’s 3rd largest private sector bank Axis Bank after Shikha
Sharma leaves the post on 31st December. Shikha Sharma had already
completed her 3rd term at the bank. RBI had asked Axis Bank’s board
to reappoint her for the 4th term due to rising concerns of bad loans,
but she asked to reduce her term from three years to seven months.

While others are worrying about NPA, HDFC Back looks to increase
its market share
HDFC Bank’s MD and CEO Aditya Puri said that as a majority of the
banks both public and private are tied down by rising bad loans and
frauds, HDFC Bank will focus on increasing its market share and
growth. The bank’s closest competitor ICICI bank has been dealing
with allegations of conflict of interest and Axis Bank has just
announced a change in its top management, HDFC bank has only 5
accounts worth Rs.100 Cr which the bank terms as dud loans.
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CHEMICAL AND PAINTS SECTOR - WHAT 

HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Payal Jhawar & Sukriti Hatgoankar

India’s Iran oil purchases to decline ahead of US sanctions
Indian refiners will cut their monthly crude oil loadings for the month
of September and October by about 45% as New Delhi is working to
win waivers on the oil export sanctions Washington plans to re-
impose on Tehran. The U.S is renewing sanctions on Iran after
withdrawing from the nuclear deal forged in 2015 between Tehran
and the world powers. Thus, winning a waiver from this dealing is a
must for New Delhi to protect its exposure to the U.S financial
systems. This drastic reduction is ahead of the statement made by U.S.
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo with respect to the waivers being
considered for Iranian oil buyers if they eventually reduce the imports
from Iran. The government is trying to balance this, keeping in mind
the interest of the refiners and the end consumers. The petrochemical
sector will be affected in the short run due to reduced imports as the
supplies will be affected.

Asian Paints Ltd stock price increased by 3.18%
Asian Paints Ltd closed at Rs 1332.00 on 14 September, which was
3.18% higher than the previous stock price. This increase in price
comes along with an overall increase in Sensex and inflow of FPI,
which is a reversal of their selling spree. Indian Rupee also gained
0.45% due to higher investments of FPIs in emerging economies like
India and Turkey, since Turkey decided to tackle inflation by
decreasing interest rates. An improvement in INR exchange rate and
increased inflow of FPIs will be favourable for the paints sector and
might even lead to further improvement in stock prices.



Rashtriya Chemicals & Fertilizers stock up by 18% due to land
transfer approval
Rashtriya Chemicals & Fertilizers (RCF) has received an ex-facto
approval from the cabinet to give up 48,849 Sq. M. area of land to
MMRDA (Mumbai Metropolitan Regional Development Authority ).
Against this, MMRDA has agreed to give RCF either Transferable
Development Right (TDR) Certificate or construction of proper roads
inside the RCF colony in lieu of TDR. This transfer will increase the
efficiency of the company since a huge area of encumbered as well as
unencumbered land is being given up. Also, if RCF receives the TDR, it
will be able to separate the developmental potential of the land and
transfer it to generate income in future.
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FMCG- WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Kenneth Rohan Kotian

HUL faces charges of not passing on GST rate-cuts to customers,
making ₹400-cr profit
The National Anti-Profiteering Authority (NAA) is probably going to
give its decision on the matter of alleged profiteering by the
Hindustan Unilever Ltd (HUL) one month from now. The assertion is
that the FMCG major did not pass on the advantages of GST duty cut
to shoppers and along these lines, made undue profits of over ₹400
crore.
The main point of this issue is the GST rate decrease on 178 items to
18% from 28% which happened on November 15, 2017. These things
included FMCG items - for example, detergents, washing & cleaning
preparations, liquid or cream for washing the skin, shampoos, shaving
cream and beauty or make-up products among others.
The government wanted to ensure that consumers get the entire
benefit, nonetheless, it was asserted that the FMCG organization did
not pass the benefits to customers. This assertion was investigated by
the DG-AP, and the report by the DG-AP discussed profiteering of over
₹400 crore.
The company informed that it had accelerated networks covering in
excess of 800 SKU (Stock Keeping Units) to reduce prices and increase
grammage in case of price point packs and “most of these have
already landed in the market.”
HUL, likewise unveiled, in another public statement dated January 17,
that the execution of GST rate decrease was started promptly, "it was
not possible to pass on the entire benefit of this rate reduction on
some of the pipeline stocks during the transition.



An estimated value of ₹119 crores was proactively disclosed to the
CBEC on this count and we have offered to pay this amount to the
government. This amount is not recognised as revenue and is
accounted as a liability as on December 31, 2017."
In case the NAA feels that the benefit of the GST rate cut is not being
passed on to the consumers, it has the authority to order the
company to reduce costs or increase the benefits it gives the
consumers at the same price point. If the benefit cannot be passed on
to the recipient, it can be ordered to be deposited in the Consumer
Welfare Fund. In some cases, the NAA can enforce a punishment on
the defaulting business entity.

HUL aims to be the market leader in ice creams, frozen desserts
category
HUL is aiming to be the market leader in the fast-growing frozen
desserts and ice-cream category in the following couple of years in
India and it would keep on investing in infrastructure and physical
expansion in this regard, a company official has disclosed. HUL aims to
penetrate deeper into this class owing to a few factors, for example,
making of more cold chain capacities, change in the accessibility of
power in rural areas – combined with reasons such as evolving food
habits and rising disposable incomes in tier I & II cities.
HUL, which a month ago, had acquired Karnataka-based dessert brand
‘Adityaa’, would likewise keep on pursuing such inorganic
development opportunities to expand further, the official said.
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As per the official, the ice creams and frozen desserts segment is a
"very fast developing product category" for development throughout
the following many years in India as penetration and consumption are
currently lower than the global benchmarks.
HUL owns the brands ‘Kwality Wall's’, ‘Magnum’ and ‘Cornetto’ – and
these cater to consumers at different price points. Moreover, regional
brands like Adityaa would synergise both the distribution and
portfolio in its fold.
"Each brand fulfils the needs of a specific consumer segment. India is
a such a large, developing market that we see an opportunity for
growth across all segments," he said adding "we are seeing growth
across various segments and brands.

Patanjali concedes on discounts at retailers as growth stalls
Patanjali has, for the first time since 2015, offered discounts ranging
from 5% to 25% across 12 products in its range. Discounts
on Patanjali’s product were also seen at rival supermarket chain
Reliance Fresh.
According to experts, the visible promotions are signs of Patanjali,
now caving in to their demands as its growth stalled in 2017-18.
“Patanjali is not as hot as it was before,” said Damodar Mall, customer
strategy officer at Reliance Retail. He further explained that this is not
due to the appeal of the brand diminishing with the consumers. This is
about the organization’s need to build the everyday, boring part of the
FMCG business— ‘consistency.’ Clarifying further, he explained the
market dynamics regarding the dip in the demand for Patanjali’s
products, “Patanjali’s availability on the retail shelves has sunk. That
impacts demand,”
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The company, though, is still not promulgating these promotions.
However, the fact remains that the company is certainly heavily
promoting its products by giving discounts. Analysts at Brickwork
Ratings reported that “the company has moderated its advertisement
spend and is also focusing on managing logistic costs. Planned
geographically diversified production base would also help them in
this.”
"We have recently implemented a SAP management information
system across our network of modern stores, Patanjali Chikitsalay
network stores and Arogya Kendra stores," said a company official –
while explaining this will help the company to get inventory updates
on a weekly and fortnightly basis, which will allow it to replenish and
forecast demand more effectively. “Earlier, our inventory
management was done manually,” he added.
In 2017-18, Patanjali's growth stagnated for the first time after
growing exponentially for the previous four years. In 2016-17, the
company had more than doubled its revenues year-on-year to Rs.
10,561 crores from Rs. 5000 crores. The company had attributed the
decline in growth rate to the implementation of the GST and
demonetization.
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TEXTILES & RETAIL- WHAT HAPPENED LAST 

WEEK
- By Vimal & Anoop

WPI Inflation in India up by 0.7% for apparel in India in August
According to the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, the monthly
Wholesale Price Index (WPI) for apparel has increased to 139.1 in
August, which is 0.7% higher than the same month of last year. The
index for all commodities for August 2018 became 120.0 from last
month’s value of 119.7. Because of the increase in the price of the
knitted and crocheted apparels, the sub-group index for ‘Manufacture
of Wearing Apparel’ increased to 139.1 from 138.2 of last month. The
price hike of texturized and twisted yarn, cotton yarn and synthetic
yarn has also resulted in an increase of the index for ‘Manufacture of
Textile’ sub-group to 117.6 from 117.1(an increase of 0.4 %).

New laboratory for textile mills in India by Novozymes
The global biotechnology giant Novozymes has started a new
laboratory in Bengaluru to provide current and future enzyme
solution for the laundries and textile mills based on South-east Asia
and India. Novozymes is a Denmark based leading enzyme and
microbial technology provider. South East Asia is one of the busiest
production hubs for textile manufacturing and the consumption of
chemicals is also very high in this industry. The enzymatic solution
provided by Novozymes will have very high demand in these
manufacturing plants as their solutions focus on reducing chemical,
water and power consumption.

ICRA report predicts modest growth of apparel export in near term
According to a recent ICRA report, the apparel exports are expected
to show a modest growth of 1-2 percent for the rest of FY 2019
because of the liquidity challenges for the apparel industry and
transition to the new taxation regime.



The report says that this would lead to the fourth consecutive year of
weak exports as last three years showed growth of 4 %, 1%, and 3 %
respectively. The apparel sector’s performance is a cause of worry as
it is contrary to the global apparel trade’s performance which is back
on the growth trajectory, mainly due to the strong recovery of apparel
imports in the European Union(EU). The report also says that the
steps taken by the government now will be crucial for utilizing the
global market revival as well as the decline of market share by China.
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CONSUMER DURABLES- WHAT HAPPENED LAST 

WEEK
- By Prateek Singhal

Voltas to sell Washing Machine, Refrigerators, and other appliances
under the new brand VOLTBEK
Voltas and Arcelik, have formed 50-50 joint venture, Voltbek home
appliances Pvt Ltd. They are planning of setting up a home appliances
plant in Gujarat with a launch of about 100 different products in the
next four-five years. A total of Rs 1000 crore is planned to be invested.
According to the managing director and the chief executive officer of
the company, it is estimating to generate Rs 10,000 crore of revenue
by 2025 by selling the home appliances like washing machine, AC,
microwaves under Voltbek brand name. It is hoping to corner 10% of
the market share which is dominated by Korean consumer durable
majors LG and Samsung. Voltbek is targeting to add about 10,000
outlets in the next two years. The company intends to focus on
domestic Indian market which they feel has significant economic
growth.

GST body continue to spar over profiteering
Most of the consumer durable goods companies say that they have
passed on GST tax benefits after the 10% cut in July. Though the
durable majors have repeatedly said that the GST rate reductions have
been passed to the customers, the NAA (National Anti- Profiteering
Authority) refuses to relent.



Increase in the selling price of white goods

Due to the unending increase in the price of the oil prices and with
the fall of value of rupee against the US dollar, lot of white good
manufacturers have to increase their selling price of their products.
This is due to the increase in the cost of sourcing of the parts that are
present in these products. As these are needed to be imported from
outside India for which dollar exchange is required. The net increase
in the electric appliances like laptops, TV’s, etc. will be in the range of
Rs 500- Rs 1500 for premium models. Sony, Xiaomi and Panasonic
have also hinted to increase the price before the festive season sales.

iPhones now support two SIM cards
Apple’s new range of devices includes the three new iPhones- XS, XS
Max and XR- and the new Apple watch series 4. The company did one
change in its flagship device, by introducing a dual sim facility. That
being said, the company is doing this with the eSIM technology which
is only provided by the Reliance Jio Infocomm Ltd and Bharti Airtel Ltd
in the country. So, a customer has to take another connection of
either of these two. eSIM is short for embedded subscriber identity
module, which is not something that you have to buy it form an
operator. Instead, the operator can give the connectivity over the air.
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NBFC- WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Svetlana and Aashpreet

Reliance Capital advances after receiving Certificate of Registration
Reliance Capital gained 2.65% to Rs 469.90 on the BSE after receiving
Certificate of Registration form the Reserve Bank of India as Core
Investment Company – Non Deposit Taking Systemically Important
Institution. The stock hit a high of Rs 470.75 and a low of Rs 455.65 for
the day. Reliance Capital is one of the leading private sector financial
service companies with interests in mutual funds, health and general
insurance, stock broking and others.

SREI Infrastructure Finance Ltd. receives an observational letter from
SEBI.
SREI Infrastructure Finance rose 5% intraday on September 11 after
receiving observation letter from SEBI with regards to its initial public
offering. SREI Equipment Finance (SEFL), a wholly owned subsidiary of
SREI Infrastructure Finance, has received an observation letter in
regard to the Draft Red Herring Prospectus (DRHP) filed by SEFL.
SEFL’s proposed IPO is open for subscription within a period of 12
months from the date of issuance of the aforesaid observation letter.

IFCI shares plunged 4% post loss in Q1FY19
Shares of IFCI Ltd. NSE 3.24 % plunged over 4 percent this week after
the company posted a net loss of Rs 340.77 crore for the quarter
April-June 2018 against net profit of Rs 277.05 crore in the same
quarter last year. The total income of the company dropped by 25.78
percent year-on-year to Rs 673.19 crore for Q1 FY19 as compared to
Rs 907.01 crore for the same quarter previous year and the total
expenditure of the company increased by 142 percent to Rs 1,191.85
crore during the quarter compared to a total expenditure of Rs 491.65
crore in Q1 FY18.



Abu Dhabi Investment, Singapore’s GIC likely to pick 25% stake in
Reliance Homes
Abu Dhabi Investment Authority, Public Sector Pension Investment
Board of Canada and Singapore's sovereign wealth fund GIC are in a
race to pick 25 percent stake in Reliance Home Finance (a subsidiary
of Reliance Capital) for Rs 1,500-2,000 crore. The company is targeting
to achieve assets under management (AUM) of Rs 50,000 crore by
2021 and is focusing on affordable housing for future growth. For the
year ended March 31, 2018, the company made disbursements of Rs
8,695 crore, a year-on-year increase of 19 percent. Its total income
increased by 46 percent to Rs 1,671 crore and profit before tax by 97
percent to Rs 272 crore.
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AUTO ANCILLARY WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Koustubh Mannari and Suraj M

LuK India, INA Bearings to merge with Schaeffler India post NCLT
approval
Schaeffler India has said that the National Company Law Tribunal
(NCLT), Mumbai, has cleared amalgamation of its two group
companies with itself. Schaeffler India had filed before the NCLT, for
the merger of its two subsidiaries -- INA Bearings India and LuK India.

Simplex Castings Incorporates subsidiary at Singapore
Simplex Castings has incorporated an offshore wholly owned
subsidiary company, Simplex Castings International Pte. Ltd. at
Singapore on 12th September, 2018. In an intimation of incorporation
to SEBI, the company has mentioned that the wholly owned
subsidiary has been incorporated to carry out import/ export of
various products. The subsidiary is yet to commence operations. Mrs.
Ketan Shah has been appointed as Director of the newly incorporated
subsidiary.

CRISIL reaffirms credit rating of PPAP Automotive Ltd.
CRISIL has reaffirmed the credit rating of PPAP Automotive Ltd.,
leading manufacturer of Automotive Sealing Systems, Interior and
Exterior Automotive parts in India, on the long-term bank facilities to
'CRISILA+/Stable' and the short-term bank facilities at 'CRISIL A1'. As
per CRISIL, these ratings reflect the company's leadership position in
the polyvinyl chloride (PVC)/thermo plastic olefins (TPO) automotive
components' profiles segment, strong relationships with large original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs), and a robust financial risk profile.
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PORTS AND LOGISTICS WHAT HAPPENED LAST 

WEEK
- By Snigdha Baidya and Sourabh Kumar

Expansion planned in Krishnapatnam port worth Rs 500 crores
Krishnapatnam port of Andhra Pradesh is planning to expand liquid
handling capacity and set up a liquid cargo terminal. It is looking
forward to invest Rs 500 crore over the next 18 months. The capacity
utilization has been increasing, due to which the new plan is being
formed. A host of commodities will be handled by liquid cargo
terminal and discussion with prospective clients is already going on.

Focus on bringing end-to-end supply chain visibility
9th SCM pharma summit 2018 was held by UBM in Westin, Mumbai.
Indian pharmaceutical market is the third largest and thirteen largest
in terms of volume and value respectively. Considering the size and
scope, supply chain for this market is a crucial factor. The life of
pharmaceuticals is a lot dependent on how it is transported. The
summit discussed new frontiers in logistics and supply chain and to
achieve supply chain integrity in pharma logistics.
Capacity expansion plans are being made for airport logistics as it is
the most efficient medium of transport. Pharmaceutical terminal will
be expanded by 250000MT and CEIV certification will be received.
Around Navi Mumbai, massive plans are there to cater cargo.

Serbian Companies invited to utilize India’s liberalized policy
In Central Eastern Europe, Serbia is arising as one of the leading
investment destinations. Government has set closer economic
partnership with Serbia and looking forward to collaborating in
agriculture, defense manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, entertainment,
tourism, IT and infrastructure. India’s economy is one of the fastest
growing economies in the world and will open new opportunities for
Serbian entrepreneurs.



Through Make in India program, Government is trying to strengthen
the manufacturing sector of India. Our country has moved 9 places
ahead of the 2016 World Bank Logistics Performance Index. Logistics
Performance Index is a benchmarking tool. It helps countries to
identify the challenges and opportunities that they face in trade
logistics.

Self-Driven Truck Vera by Volvo
To fulfil the shortage of truck drivers Volvo has launched a new self-
driven truck, Vera. It is a heavy, self-driven electric truck and can bear
up to 32 tons of weight. To avoid mishaps, the truck runs at a lower
speed as compared to the other trucks. It is designed for short
repetitive trips and heavy loads. This vehicle will initially be used in
shipping ports and logistics within fixed and safe radius.

Bidding for Dighi Port approved
Dighi Port Ltd is laden by debt and is facing insolvency proceedings.
Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust (JNPT) has therefore approved a plan to
open bid for the port. Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone Ltd
(APSEZ) are expected to separately join the bidding for Dighi Port.
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